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Rex-Royal S300 MCTI-CF
Apart from the hot or cold perfect frothy milk in the required consistency, with the integrated twin ground coffee dosing units of the S300 MCTI-CF, you can supplement the already almost unlimited selection of beverages with chocolate, vanilla or other instant products. As is the case with all „M“ models, with the CompactFoam (CF) product range, you
can also serve all coffee and milk mixture drinks as well as hot and cold milk. With the S300 MCTI-CF, instant products
can also be added, opening up that crucial multiple choice to you and your customers. The S300 MCTI-CF is equipped
with innovative Rex-Royal technology for the perfect tasty drink. All S300 models are compatible to the S500 machines.

Features
Hot Water

Coffee

Fresh Milk

Instant

CompactFoam

Advantages
- Hot and cold frothy milk in your preferred consistency at
the touch of a button.
- An unlimited selection of beverages from coffee and milk
mixture drinks to hot and cold milk.
- Get two drinks at the push of a button.
- Integrated as standard is a high-resolution, capacitive,
colour, 7″ touchscreen on which up to 24 drinks symbols
can be set up.
- Two different user interfaces (service, self-service).

-

coffee and satisfies the highest requirements in terms of
coffee quality.
Easy to operate and take care of, thanks to on-screen
user instructions and automated cleaning.
Instant specialities, such as chocolate, vanilla, etc. thanks
to the two integrated instant containers.
Milk pump included in the refrigerator.
Milk control sensor for R-CF, UBR-CF.

- The tried and tested metal brewing assembly with its
sophisticated design holds up to 23 grammes of ground

Specification
Typ
1
2
3

Electrical Connection
1N 230VAC 2.2kW
1N 230VAC 3.2kW
2N 400VAC 5.2kW

Hot Water
25 litres/h*
25 litres/h*
25 litres/h

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 620 x 758 mm

Instant
2 containers
2 containers
2 containers

Steam
yes
yes
yes

* Alternating heating

Fresh Milk
yes
yes
yes

Weight
50 kg
50 kg
50 kg

Cups / Hour
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**
up to 250 cups**

**Depending on cup size and grinding

Add-on units and options
Brewing accelerator
Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Cup dispenser with 3 inserts

Payment systems
10.1 inch video compatible TouchScreen
Second Rex-Royal grinder
and much more
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